
 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE  
 

Managing partners acquire Credit Suisse’s remaining stake 
in Energy Infrastructure Partners 
 
 

• Energy Infrastructure Partners AG co-founders and managing partners acquire Credit 
Suisse AG’s 30% stake in EIP, strengthening independence amid global expansion  
 

• Credit Suisse remains an important partner for raising and managing client capital in the 
Swiss market  
 

ZURICH, 21 October, 2022 — Energy Infrastructure Partners’ managing partners have acquired 
Credit Suisse AG’s 30% stake in Energy Infrastructure Partners AG, or EIP. 

The increase in management control comes as EIP, a leading infrastructure investor focused on 
the energy transition, continues to grow and expand globally. EIP began in 2014 as a joint 
venture with Credit Suisse and since 2020 has earned licenses to operate independently as an 
asset and fund manager in Switzerland and Luxembourg. More recently the company has 
expanded its investment activity and client offering globally.  

Consolidating EIP’s shareholder group around its co-founders and managing partners further 
strengthens the company’s independence and reinforces its foundation amid this global 
expansion. 

Continued partnership amid global expansion 

Following the transaction, Credit Suisse will remain an important partner for EIP through 
bespoke vehicles serving Swiss pension funds. The transaction will neither affect EIP’s ongoing 
investment or asset management activity nor existing vehicles. 

“Increasing our stake in the business underlines our firm belief in EIP’s team, culture and 
strategy as well as our strong commitment to our clients,” said Dr. Dominik Bollier, EIP’s co-
founder and managing partner. 

“This strategic step enables EIP to pursue our ambitious growth plans in times of strong 
demand for energy infrastructure, which has become more important than ever in today’s 
world,” added Roland Dörig, EIP’s co-founder and managing partner. 



About Energy Infrastructure Partners AG  
 
Energy Infrastructure Partners AG is a Switzerland-based manager of collective assets focused 
on long-term equity investments in high-quality, large-scale renewables and system-critical 
energy infrastructure assets. Our strategy and investment horizon align with the lifetime of the 
underlying assets and generate visible cash flows. With over CHF 5 billion under management, 
EIP leverages an extensive industry network, broad transaction experience and partnerships 
with leading energy companies and the public sector to develop and manage investment 
solutions for institutional investors globally. EIP’s investor base includes pension funds, 
insurance companies and large family offices, who are increasingly interested in contributing to 
security of the energy supply as a pathway to create positive economic, ecological and social 
developments, and whose long-term funding needs closely match the energy infrastructure 
asset class. 
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Disclaimer  
 
This document does not constitute individual investment advice and does not release the 
recipient from making its own assessment with respect to an investment. The recipient must not 
take any investment decisions solely based on the information contained in this document and 
shall, if necessary or appropriate in consultation with external advisers, assess the information 
based on the recipient's individual circumstances in terms of suitability and appropriateness and 
any legal, regulatory, tax, accounting or other consequences such an investment may have. 
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